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A detailed proof of a simple version of Iwasawa’s
theory assuming the structure theory for Λ-modules

This section is almost literally taken from the first three pages of Ralph Green-
berg’s article Past and Present, only that we give more details and that we
restrict to one special case.

Let F be a number field. Let p be a prime number. Suppose that F∞ is a
Galois extension of F such that there is only one prime in F above p and this
prime is totally ramified in F∞ (the part that is written curved is the spe-
cial case we consider, this assumption is not necessary, so theorem 0.1 is true
without this assumption, although in the proof of theorem 0.1 we will use the
assumption) and that Γ = Gal(F∞/F ) is isomorphic (as topological groups) to
Zp. For example Q(ζp∞)/Q(ζp).

The nontrivial closed subgroups of Γ are of the form Γn = pnΓ for n ≥ 0.
Indeed, suppose H is a closed subgroup of Zp. Let x = piu (u ∈ Z∗p) be an
element of H − {0}. Then we have H ⊃ piZ = piZp, since we can multiply x
by an truncation of u−1 and get as close to pi as we wish. Now take i as small
as possible then we also have H ⊂ piZp, hence we have H = piZp. Since Γ is
isomorphic to Zp we have that the nontrivial closed subgroups of Γ are of the
form Γn = pnΓ for n ≥ 0. These closed subgroups form a descending sequence
and Γ/Γn is cyclic of order pn. If we let Fn = FΓn

∞ , then we obtain a tower of
number fields

F = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fn ⊂ . . .

such that Fn/F is a cyclic extension of degree pn and F∞. We will prove the
following theorem of Iwasawa.

Theorem 0.1 Let pen be the highest power of p dividing the class number of
Fn. Then there exist integers λ, µ and ν such that en = λn + µpn + ν for all
sufficiently large n.

Iwasawa’s proof of his theorem is based on studying the Galois group X =
Gal(L∞/F∞), where L∞ =

⋃
n Ln and Ln is the p-Hilbert class field of Fn.

(Note that Ln ⊂ Ln+1 since we have that if K ⊂ L are number fields then
H(K) ⊂ H(L), with H(K) and H(L) the Hilbert class field of K, L respectively.
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Also recall that Gal(H(K)/K) is isomorphic to class group of K.)
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F = F0

The extension L∞/F is Galois. Indeed, if we have a isomorphism σ of L∞
to an other field (in a same algebraic closure of Q) leaving F fixed, then σ(L∞)
over σ(F∞) = F∞ is unramified. Hence σ(L∞) is equal to L∞ by maximality
of L∞ (or the Ln’s). We have an exact sequence of groups

0 → X → Gal(L∞/F ) → Γ → 0.

Since X is a projective limit of finite abelian p-groups, we can regard X as a
topological compact Zp-module (namely we have Zp → End(X) = End(limXi),
where Xi = Gal(FinftyLi/F∞) by sending z to (z : (xi)i 7→ (z · xi)i)). But
there is also a natural action of Γ on X. If γ ∈ Γ and x ∈ X, one defines
γ(x) = γ̃xγ̃−1, where γ̃ is a lift of γ to Gal(L∞/F ). This is well-defined since
if γ̃′ is another lift of γ then γ̃−1γ̃′ = y ∈ X (because γ̃−1γ̃′|F∞=idF∞

). Hence
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since X is abelian we have γ̃′xγ̃′−1 = γ̃yxy−1γ̃−1 = γ̃xγ̃−1. And since X is
normal in Gal(L∞/F ) we have γ(x) ∈ X. All of this structure allows Iwasawa
to study the growth of [Ln : Fn] = pen .

Proof of theorem 0.1.

First we will prove that the number of elements of X modulo the commuta-
tor subgroup of Gal(L∞/Fn) is equal to en. Then we will prove that X is
a Λ-module, where Λ = Zp[[T ]], and we will apply the structure theory for
Λ-modules in order to calculate the number of elements of X modulo the com-
mutator subgroup of Gal(L∞/Fn).

Lemma 0.2 The only prime of F that is ramified in F∞ is the prime above p.

Let q be a prime in F not above p. Then q is tamely ramified and we can use
the following theorem.

Theorem 0.3 Let L/K be a finite abelian extension of number fields. If p is
a prime of K tamely ramified in L, then the ramification index of p in the
extension L/K divides N(p)− 1.

Proof : Let q be a prime in L above p. By local class field theory we have the
following commutative diagram

K∗p/N(L∗q)OO
// GpOO

U0N(L∗q)/N(L∗q) // Ip

where the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms, the vertical arrows are inclusions
and we define Ui = 1+(p)i and U0 = U the units of the ring of integers A of Kp.
Since N(U∗q ) ⊂ U0 we have U0N(L∗q)/N(L∗q) ' U0N(U∗q )/N(U∗q ) = U0/N(U∗q ).
The reduction map A → A/p induces the map U0 → (A/p)∗ with kernel
U1. Since p is tamely ramified we know that U0 ⊃ N(U∗q ) ⊃ U1. Hence
#Ip = #U0/N(U∗q ) divides #U0/U1 = #(A/p) = N(p)− 1.

Using the theorem we see that the inertia group of q must be finite, but the
only finite subgroup of Γ is 0. Hence q is unramified. This completes the proof
of lemma 0.2.

Let L∗n denote the maximal abelian extension of Fn contained in L∞. We
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want to show that L∗n = LnF∞. One inclusion (⊃) is obviously.
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Let πn be the unique prime above p in Fn (here we use the assumption). Let In
be the inertia group of πn in the extension L∗n/Fn. Since L∗n/Fn is only ramified
at πn we see that L∗n

In = Ln. On the other hand L∗n/F∞ is unramified since
Ln/F∞ ∩ Ln is unramified for every n. This gives us the following diagram.

L∗n
unr

ram
tttttttttt

F∞Ln

ssssssssss

F∞

Ln = L∗n
In

tttttttttt

Fn

Hence we get L∗n = F∞Ln. And since Ln ∩ F∞ = Fn we get Gal(Ln/Fn) '
Gal(L∗n/F∞) (Now we have put the information about the en’s in X.). Because
L∗n is the maximal abelian extension of Fn in L∞ we also have that the closure
of the commutator subgroup of Gn = Gal(L∞/Fn) is equal to Gal(L∞/L∗n).
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Note that if we divide X out by the closure of this commutator subgroup then
we get a group isomorphic to Gal(Ln/Fn), which is of primary interest.

L∞
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||

|

F∞

Γn

Fn

Now we take a closer look at this commutator subgroup. We want γ0 to
be a topological generator of Γ, i.e. 〈γ0〉 = Γ. It suffices to take γ0 such that
γ0 restricted to F1 is not the identity. Indeed, if we take such a γ0 then the
image, say c, of γ0 is in Z∗p (remember Γ is isomorphic to Zp). We can multiply
c by a truncation of c−1 and get as close to 1 as we wish. Since Z is dense in
Zp it follows that c is a topological generator of Zp, hence γ0 is a topological
generator of Γ. Since the map Γ to pnΓ by sending x to pnx is an isomorphism
of topological groups, we see that γn = pnγ0 is a topological generator of pnΓ.
Recall that we have an action of Γn on X.

Lemma 0.4 The commutator subgroup of Gn is equal to Xγn−1 = {γn(x)x−1|x ∈
X}.

Proof (from Washington’s cyclotomic fields page 278): First we will specify a
lifting of γn ∈ Γn to Gn. Let π̃n be a prime of L∞ above πn. Let Iπ̃n

be the
inertia group of πn. We have the natural maps Iπ̃n

↪→ Gn � Gn/X. This give
us a natural map Iπ̃n

� Gn/X = Γn, which is injective since X
⋂
Iπ̃n

= {e}
(by looking at ramification). This map is also surjective, since F∞/Fn is totally
ramified. Hence we have a specific isomorphism between Iπ̃n and Gn/X = Γn.
If we identify those two, then we get Gn = Iπ̃n

X = ΓnX. This gives us a specific
lifting for γn ∈ Γn to Gn.

Let a = αx, b = βy, with α, β ∈ Γn, x, y ∈ X be arbitrary elements of
Gn = ΓnX. Then

aba−1b−1 =
axβyx−1α−1y−1β−1 =
xααβyx−1α−1y−1β−1 =
xα(yx−1)αβ(αβ)α−1y−1β−1 =
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xα(yx−1)αβ(y−1)β =
(xα)1−β(yβ)α−1.

Let β = 1 and α = γn, then we find yγn−1 ∈ [Gn, Gn]. Hence Xγn−1 ⊂ [Gn, Gn].

To show that the other inclusion also holds, we will prove that 1− β and α− 1
contain a factor γn − 1. We need a very important lemma, which we will also
use later.

Lemma 0.5 X is a Zp[[γn − 1]]-module.

Proof : First we prove that each Xi is a Zp[[γn − 1]]-module. Clearly Xi is a
Zp[γn − 1]-module. From the inclusion (γn − 1)pi ⊂ (γpi

n − 1, p) and the facts
that the action of γpi

n is trivial on Xi and the action of (p) is nilpotent, it follows
that the action of (γn−1) on Xi is nilpotent. Hench Xi is a Zp[[γn−1]]-module.
Now since the restriction maps from Xi+1 to Xi are Zp[[γn−1]]-lineair, it follows
that X is a Zp[[γn − 1]]-module. This completes the proof.

Since γn is a topological generator we can find for every β ∈ Γn an c ∈ Zp

such that β = γc
n. Hence

1−β = 1−γc
n = 1− (1+γn−1)c = 1−

∞∑
n=0

(
c

n

)
(γn−1)n ∈ (γn−1)Zp[[γn−1]].

(Note that the third equality holds, since it holds for the dense subset N of
Zp and both functions are continuous in c.) Let a ∈ Zp[[γn − 1]] be such that
1−β = (1−γn)a and let x′ = xα, then (xα)(1−β) = (x′)(1−γn)a = ((x′)a)γn−1 ∈
Xγn−1, since (x′)a ∈ X. Similarly for (yβ)α−1. Hence [Gn, Gn] = Xγn−1. This
completes the proof of lemma 0.4.

Now since Xγn−1 is the image of the compact set X under the continues map
x 7→ γn(x)x−1, it follows that Xγn−1 is closed hence

Gal(Ln/Fn) ' Gal(F∞Ln/F∞) ' X/Xγn−1.

By lemma 0.5 and setting T = ω0, where ωn = γn − 1, we can view X as an
Λ-module, where Λ = Zp[[T ]]. Then we can derive, after showing that X is a
finitely generated and torsion as Λ-module, the number of elements of X/ωnX
from the following classification theorem for such Λ-modules.

Theorem 0.6 If X is any finitely generated, torsion Λ-module, then there ex-
ists a Λ-module pseudo-isomorphism (i.e. finite kernel and cokernel)

X →
t⊕

i=1

Λ/(fi(T )ai),

where each fi(T ) is an irreducible element of Λ and each ai is a positive integer
for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. The value of t, the prime ideals (fi(T )), and the corresponding
ai’s are uniquely determined by X, up to their order.
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First we will show that we can apply theorem 0.6. We will use a version of
Nakayama’s lemma.

Lemma 0.7 Let X be a compact Λ-module. Then X is finitely generated over
Λ if and only if X/(p, T )X is finite.

Proof : See Washington’s cyclotomic fields page 279.

Since X is closed in the compact product topology, we have that X is com-
pact. Further we have #X/(p, T )X ≤ #X/TX ≤ hF0 < ∞. Hence by lemma
0.7 X is finitely generated. Now we only have to show that X is a torsion
Λ-module in order to apply theorem 0.6.

Lemma 0.8 The Λ-module X is torsion.

Proof : We know by lemma 0.7 that X is finitely generated, say X is generated
by a1, a2....an. We also know that X/TX is finite, since #X/TX ≤ hF0 < ∞.
This two things imply that pmai = T (

∑n
j=1 λijai). Doing this for all ai together

we get the following equation M(ai)i = 0, where M is the matrix T (λij)− pmI.
Multiplying on both side by the adjoint matrix of M , we get that det(M)ai = 0.
Since the constant term of the polynomial det(M) in T is non-zero, namely
(−pm)n, and X is generated by the ai’s it follows that X is torsion. This com-
pletes the proof of the lemma.

So now we can apply theorem 0.6. This gives us

X →
t⊕

i=1

Λ/(fi(T )ai) =
t⊕

i=1

Yi,

where Yi = Λ/(gi(T ), with gi(T ) = fi(T )ai . The number of elements of Yi/ωnYi

will give us the number of elements of X/ωnX.

Lemma 0.9 The number of elements of Yi/ωnYi times
∏

ζpn=1 gi(ζ − 1)−1 is
in Z∗p.

Proof : The surjective map Λ → Zp[Gal(Fn/F )] given by T = ω0 − 1 7→ ω0 |Fn

−1 has a kernel generated by ωn. Hence Λ/ωnΛ ' Zp[Gal(Fn/F )]. So Λ/ωnΛ is
a free Zp-module of rank #Gal(Fn/F ) = #Z/pnZ = pn. Multiplication by T on
Λ/ωnΛ is Zp-linear and has characteristic polynomial ωn = (T + 1)pn − 1 with
eigenvalues ζ − 1, where ζpn

= 1. Now Y/ωnY is the cokernel of multiplication
by gi(T ) on Λ/ωnΛ. This map is Zp-linear and his determinant is the product of
the eigenvalues which is

∏
ζpn=1 gi(ζ−1). This completes the proof of the lemma

Recall that Λ is a unique factorization domain. The irreducible elements of Λ are
p and the irreducible polynomials of the form P (T ) = Tn +an−1T

n−1 + ...+a0,
where p|ai for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1 (polynomials of this form are called distinguished
polynomials).
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If gi(T ) = pm then we get #Yi/ωnYi = (pm)pn

= pmpn

. If gi(T ) is a dis-
tinguished polynomial T l + al−1T

l−1 + ...+ a0, then the valuation of gi(ζ − 1)
is the same as that of (ζ − 1)l when ζ has sufficiently large order (the number
of times p is divisible by ζ − 1 increases if the order of ζ increases). Fur-
ther we have 〈ζpn+1〉 = 〈ζpn〉 ∪ {ζi

pn+1 : i ∈ (Z/pn+1Z)∗} as sets. And since
(
∏

i∈(Z/pn+1Z)∗(ζ
i
pn − 1)) = (p) we find that

∏
ζpn+ = 1(1 − ζ)l = pl

∏
ζpn =

1(1 − ζ)l, so we get #Yi/ωnYi = pln+constant when n � 0. Hence the number
of elements of

⊕t
i=1 Yi/ωn is equal to

∏t
i=1 p

ki , where ki is equal to mip
n or

lin+ constanti, when n� 0. This is equal to pλn+µpn+constant.

Lemma 0.10 Let X and Y be pseudo isomorphic Λ-modules. Let wn ∈ Λ be
such that wn | wn+1 for all n ∈ Z≥0. If X/wnX is finite for all n ∈ Z≥0, then
#X/wnX = pc#Y/wnY for n big enough and some constant c.

Proof : See Washington’s Cyclotomic fields page 282.

Now since ωn | ωn+1 and X and Y =
⊕t

i=1 Yi are pseudo-isomorphic it follows
from lemma 0.10 that #X/ωnX = pλn+µpn+ν , where ν is a constant indepen-
dent of n, for n� 0. Hence en is equal to λn+µpn +µ if n� 0. This completes
the proof of theorem 0.1.

Remark 0.11 If we define fX(T ) =
∏t

i=1 fi(T )ai , then λ = deg(fX(T )) and µ
is the largest integer such that pµ divides fX(T ) in Λ.

0.1 What about the constants

Is this section we will discus some of the results which are know about the
constants in theorem 0.1. Again this is taken from Greenberg’s Past and Present.

Theorem 0.12 Assume that the class number of F is not divisible by p and
that F has only one prime lying over p. Let F∞/F be any Zp-extension. Then
λ = µ = ν = 0.

Proof: The assumption p - hF0 implies that π0 will ramify in F1. Hence π0 will
totally ramify in F∞. Now we are in the situation of or proof of theorem 0.1.
So we know that X/TX = 0. Hence we get that TX = X. Using the fact that
T is topological nilpotent we get X = 0, so λ = µ = ν = 0.

Result 0.13 Assume that p splits completely in F/Q. Let F∞/F be a Zp-
extension in which every prime of F lying over p is ramified. Then λ(F∞/F ) ≥
r2, where r2 denotes the number of complex primes of F

We will now restrict to the special case where F = Q(ζp) and Finfty =
Q(ζp∞). If p is a regular prime then we know by by result 0.12 that λ =
µ = ν = 0. For the irregular case we have the following. First we denote by
hp the class number of F = Q(ζp) and by h+

p we denote the class number of
F+ = Q(ζp + ζ−1

p ). Further we define h−p = hp/h
+
p , i.e. hp = h+

p h
−
p . A theorem
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of Kummer says that p | h+
p implies p | h−p . Vandiver conjectured that p - h+

p .
Iwasawa wrote in a paper of 1958 criteria for the non-vanishing of µp. He showed
that for p = 37, 59, 67 we have µp = 0 and λp = 1. Now it is known that p‖hp

for these p.
Going back to the more general case where F is a number field. We make

the following Zp-extension. We have Gal(Q(µ∞p )/Q) ' Z∗p = µp−1 × (1 + pZp).
We define Q∞ ⊂ Q(µ∞p ) to be the unique extension such that Gal(Q∞/Q) is
(1 + pZp) ' Zp. We set F∞ = FQ∞. We have the following conjectures and
result about this so called cyclotomic Zp-extension.

Conjecture 0.14 The µ of F∞/F is equal to 0.

We have the following result of Ferrero and Washington.

Result 0.15 If F/Q is abelian then conjecture 0.14 holds.

Greenberg came with the following conjecture.

Conjecture 0.16 Suppose F is a totally real number field then λ = 0 and
µ = 0, i.e. the p-part of the class number of Fn is bounded as n goes to infinity.

Inspired by the special case where F is Galois over Q and the special case where
F is totally complex field and Gal(F/Q) is dihedral of order 2 times an odd
number, the following was conjectured.

Conjecture 0.17 Suppose F is a number field. Let F̃ denote the compositum
of all Zp-extensions of F . Let L̃ denote the pro-p Hilbert class field of F̃ and let
X̃ = Gal(L̃/F̃ ), regarded as a module over the ring Λ̃ = Zp[[Gal(F̃ /F )]]. Then
X̃ is a pseudo-null Λ̃-module.

Where pseudo-null means that there are two relatively prime annihilators in Λ.

0.2 Iwasawa’s main conjecture

In this section we will explain the main conjecture. Again this is taken from
Greenberg’s Past and Present.
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We have the following setting.

L∞

X

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

F∞ = Q(ζp∞)

Γ

Q∞

Γ

∆
LLLLLLLLLL

F = Q(ζp)

Q
∆

LLLLLLLLLLL

We get an isomorphism of G = Gal(F∞/Q) with Z∗p induced by the action of G
on ζp∞ . Furthermore G = Γ×∆ and maps to Z∗p ' µp−1 × Zp via coordinates.
The field Q∞ is the fix field of the closed subgroup ∆, i.e. the unique Zp

extension of Q.
In the main conjecture two elements of Λ appear. Now we will describe the

first one. Note that X is a Zp[∆]-module via lifting of an element of ∆. Also
we have a character ω : ∆ → µp−1 ⊂ Z∗p, sending (σa : ζp 7→ ζa

p ) to ω(a), where
ω(a) = a modulo p in Z∗p. Hence we have an isomorphism Zp[∆] →

∏p−2
i=0 Zp

by sending δ ∈ ∆ to (ωi(δ))i. This gives rise to a decomposition of X namely
X =

⊕p−2
i=0 X

ωi

, where Xωi

= {x ∈ X : δ(x) = ωi(δ)x∀δ ∈ ∆}. We define fi(T )
to be fXωi (see remark 0.11).

Now we will define the second element that appears in the main conjecture
via a result. Let κ : Γ → 1 + pZp by sending lim←(σn : ζpn 7→ ζin

pn) to lim→ in.

Result 0.18 Let i, j be integers such that i + j ≡ 1(p − 1). For every j even
and 2 ≤ j ≤ p− 3 there exists a unique gi(T ) ∈ Λ such that gi(κ(γ0)1−m − 1) =
−(1− pm−1)Bm/m for all m ≥ 1 with m+ i ≡ 1(p− 1). Furthermore we have
gi(κ(γ0)s − 1) = Lp(s, ωj) for all s ∈ Zp, where Lp is the p-adic L-series.

Now we state the main conjecture.

Conjecture 0.19 For each odd i, 3 ≤ i ≤ p − 3, we have (fi(T )) and (gi(T ))
are equal in Λ.

Discussion
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The main conjecture has been proved in a more general setting by Mazur
and Wiles. Instead we take F to be a finite abelian extension of Q. Further we
define χψ = ω with χ and ψ irreducible characters. Now we can attach to Xχ

an element of Λ namely fχ(T ). Also there is a p-adic L-function Lp(s, ψ) which
corresponds to an element of Λ namely gχ(T ). The main conjecture has been
proved in this general setting.

Kummer studied the divisibility of the class number of Q(ζp) by p (since he
was studying Fermat’s Last Theorem). And he discovered that p | hQ(ζp) if and
only if p divides numerator of at least one of the S(−1), ..... , S(4− p), where
S(−n) =

∏
p(1 − pn)−1 = −Bn+1

n+1 with n an odd integer. So kummer already
related the Riemann zeta function with the p-part of the class group of Q(ζp).
If we know what the algebraic objects fi(T ) are then we can easily derive the
constants λ and µ (see remark 0.11). Now the main conjecture tells us that
these algebraic objects are related to these analytical objects gi(T ), which are
analytical because they come from p-adic L-functions. So we can see the Main
conjecture as an extension of Kummer’s observation.

What we have done so far for say p-torsion on the circle, can also be done
for p-torsion on elliptic curves. In the case where the elliptic curve has complex
multiplication we have a analogical proof. The case where the elliptic curve
doesn’t have complex multiplication is open. But it is believed that there is
also an analog for this case. (For more see the notes written by Coates for the
Cambridge course of spring 2004 on cyclotomic fields.)

0.3 Appendix infinite number theory

In the text above we used some less common theory about infinite number the-
ory. In this section we will summarize the definitions given in the appendix of
Washington’s cyclotomic fields. Proofs can be found there.

Let k/Q and K/k be an algebraic extensions, possibly infinite. The ring of
integers for k, denoted by Ok, is defined in the same way as in the finite case
(see Lang’s algebraic number theory page 6). We also have prime ideals in Ok

which we call just as in the finite case primes of k. If P is a prime of K, then
π = P ∩ k is a prime of k. And we also have the reverse, for every prime π in k
there is a prime P in K above P, i.e. P ∩ k = π (see Lang’s algebraic number
theory page 9).

Assume now that K/k is Galois. Let P and P′ be two primes of K above a
prime π in k, then there exist, just as in the finite case, an element σ of the galois
group of K/k such that σ(P) = P′ (see Washington page 334). We define the
decomposition group D of P by DP = {σ ∈ Gal(K/k) : σ(P) = P}. The inertia
group I of P we define by IP = {σ ∈ DP : σ(α) ≡ α mod P for all α ∈ OK}.
Both D and I are closed and we define ramification and splitting behaviour via
these groups.
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